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Photodetachment cross sections and the angular distributions of photoelectrons produced by the single-
photon detachment of the transition metal negative ions Fe− and Cu− have been measured at four discrete
photon wavelengths ranging from 457.9 to 647.1 nm �2.71–1.92 eV� using a crossed-beams laser photode-
tachment electron spectrometry �LPES� apparatus. Photodetachment cross sections were determined by com-
paring the photoelectron yields from the photodetachment of Fe− to those of Cu− and C−, which have known
absolute photodetachment cross sections. Using the measured photodetachment cross sections, radiative elec-
tron attachment cross sections were calculated using the principle of detailed balance. Angular distributions
were determined by measurements of laboratory frame, angle-, and energy-resolved photoelectrons as a func-
tion of the angle between the linear laser polarization vector and the momentum vector of the collected
photoelectrons. Values of the asymmetry parameter have been determined by nonlinear least-squares fits to
these angular distributions. The measured asymmetry parameters are compared to predictions of photodetach-
ment models including Cooper and Zare’s dipole approximation theory �J. Cooper and R. N. Zare, J. Chem.
Phys. 48, 942 �1968��, and the angular momentum transfer theory developed by Fano and Dill �Phys. Rev. A
6, 185 �1972��.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Atomic negative ions play important roles in many labo-
ratory and astrophysical plasmas. In plasma environments
where electron temperatures are of the order of the electron
affinities of atoms, detailed cross sections are necessary for
understanding processes that lead to the formation and de-
struction of negative ions �1�. For Cu−, processes such as
photodetachment and radiative electron attachment can play
important roles in determining population inversions in
copper-vapor lasers �CVL� �2�. Moreover, theoretical inves-
tigations suggest that transition metal anions, such as Fe−,
may act as intermediaries in the formation of molecules in
astrophysical objects such as class II supernovas �3�. For
instance, unidentified features in the infrared spectrum of
SN1987A taken on day 192 have been ascribed to the FeO
molecule, which is formed from cosmically abundant ele-

ments. It has been proposed that the formation of these mol-
ecules may come about through stimulated radiative attach-
ment via the following reaction �3�,

Fe + e− + h� → Fe− + h� + h� , �1�

which is followed by an associative reaction of the form,

Fe− + O → FeO + e−. �2�

Although these reactions have been hypothesized to be im-
portant, no experimental data exists for the radiative attach-
ment �RA� cross sections needed to accurately calculate the
rates in the process described in Eq. �1� above. Fortunately,
since radiative electron attachment is the inverse process of
photodetachment, the principle of detailed balance can be
used to convert photodetachment �PD� cross sections into
corresponding radiative attachment cross sections.

In order to accurately measure the relative photodetach-
ment cross sections and set them on an absolute scale, well-
characterized measurements of the photoelectron angular dis-
tributions and photoelectron yields were necessary for Fe−*Electronic address: aaron@physics.unr.edu
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and the reference ions, C− and Cu−. Photodetachment cross
sections for C− �4,5� and Cu− �6� are already known, and
hence the ratio of normalized photoelectron yields for the
reference ions could be used to benchmark the experimental
technique and calibrate the Fe− cross section data. The mea-
surements presented in this paper are applied to these ends.

A wealth of information can be found in the literature
pertaining to binding energies in atomic negative ions and
the breadth of the field is illustrated in reviews compiled by
Andersen et al. �7� and Rienstra-Kiracofe et al. �8�. In con-
trast to electron affinities, there exists a relative paucity of
experimental data for collision processes involving negative
ions. Cross section measurements are rare for processes such
as photodetachment and radiative electron attachment. More-
over, relatively few measurements of photoelectron angular
distributions are available for transition metal negative ions
�9,10�. Summaries of previous photon-anion collision studies
are given in recent reviews by Andersen �11� and Pegg �12�.
Further laboratory measurements of these processes are
needed to elucidate the contributions of these species to as-
trophysical plasma environments.

Photodetachment studies can be used to probe the funda-
mental structure of atomic anions. Moreover, the photode-
tachment process is a bound-free transition which provides a
unique opportunity to examine electrons leaving a neutral
atomic core in the presence of short-ranged potentials �1�.
Therefore, subtle interactions such as electron correlation
and relativistic effects can be investigated in photodetach-
ment studies. These effects may be veiled by the long-range
Coulomb potential present in the photoionization of either
neutral or positively charged ionic species.

In total photodetachment cross-section calculations, quan-
tities such as the magnitude and relative phases of transition
amplitudes are usually integrated over. In contrast, differen-
tial cross-section calculations depend explicitly on these

quantities. Hence, differential cross-section calculations can
be used to obtain both the yield and angular distributions of
photoelectrons. The most general form of the angular distri-
bution of a collision process for an unpolarized target can be
summarized in the theorem derived by Yang �13�: “If only
incoming waves of orbital angular momentum L contribute
appreciably to the reaction, the angular distribution of the
outgoing particles in the center of mass system is an even
polynomial of cos � with maximum exponent not higher than
2L.” Here � is the angle between the incoming and outgoing
particles in the center-of-mass system. It should be noted that
the angular distribution does not contain a term linear in
cos � since parity is conserved in a photoabsorption process.
In the theory developed by Cooper and Zare �14� as applied
to the single-photon detachment of negative ions, the differ-
ential cross section for the production of photoelectrons de-
tached from a randomly polarized target �i.e., a statistical
population of all degenerate states� by incident linearly po-
larized light, can be written in the dipole approximation as

d�

d�
=

�

4�
�1 +

�

2
�3 cos2 � − 1�� , �3�

wherein � is the total photodetachment cross section at a
given photon energy, � is the asymmetry parameter, and � is
the angle between the photon polarization vector and photo-
detached electrons in the center-of-mass system. The asym-
metry parameter completely characterizes the shape of the
photoelectron emission pattern, and in order for the differen-
tial cross section to be non-negative, the values of � are
restricted to the range −1���2. Within the independent-
particle approximation, the asymmetry parameter for the
photoejection of an electron from an initial state with angular
momentum lo is given by �15�

� =
lo�lo − 1�Rlo−1

2 + �lo + 1��lo + 2�Rlo+1
2 − 6lo�lo + 1�Rlo+1Rlo−1 cos�	lo+1 − 	lo−1�

�2lo + 1��loRlo−1
2 + �lo + 1�Rlo+1

2 �
. �4�

The asymmetry parameter is found to be most sensitive to
the phase shift differences 	lo+1−	lo−1, though it is also de-
pendent upon the relative magnitudes of the radial dipole
integrals Rlo+1 and Rlo−1.

Spectral variations of photoelectron angular distributions
in the vicinity of resonances �16� have been predicted to
depart markedly from those of direct �nonresonant� photo-
processes such as those in the model of Cooper and Zare.
The energy dependence of the asymmetry parameter in this
case is due to a configuration interaction, which allows alter-
native final-state channels for the liberated photoelectron.
Spectral variation of the asymmetry parameter may also be
enhanced near cross-section minima, due to rapid changes in
the relative magnitudes of the amplitudes for the various
channels �17�.

A more detailed theoretical description of the photode-
tachment process must also consider the final-state interac-
tion between the photoelectron and its parent residual atom.
The coupling of the outgoing electron partial waves to the
residual atom can result in various photodetachment chan-
nels, which can be described by a single-photon process of
the form,

A−�Lo,So,Jo,�o� + 
�j
 = 1,�
 = − 1�

→A�Lc,Sc,Jc,�c� + e−
„l,s, j,�e = �− 1�l

… , �5�

wherein, So, Lo, and Jo are the spin, orbital, and total angular
momentum quantum numbers, respectively, of the initial ion
�A−� states. Similarly, Sc, Lc, and Jc are the spin, orbital, and
total angular momentum quantum numbers of the final state
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neutral core �A�, and l , j are the orbital and total angular
momentum quantum numbers for the photoelectron. Using
the angular momentum transfer theory formalism of Fano
and Dill �18�, this coupling produces allowed angular mo-
mentum transfers from the photon to the ion expressed by
jt=Lc−Lo. Here Lc and Lo are the orbital angular momenta
of the daughter residual atomic core and parent negative ion,
respectively. Within the electric dipole and LS-coupling ap-
proximations, parity conservation assigns values which are
either parity favored ��o�c= �−1� jt� or unfavored ��o�c

= �−1� jt+1�. Within this formalism, the effective value of the
asymmetry parameter � can be written as a weighted average
of the form,

� =

�
jt

��jt���jt�

�
jt

��jt�
. �6�

In this equation, the summation extends over all allowed
values of jt. In Eq. �6�, ��jt� and ��jt� are the asymmetry
parameters and partial photodetachment cross sections char-
acteristic of a given value of jt. Both the photodetachment
cross sections and asymmetry parameters can be expressed in
terms of scattering amplitudes Sl�jt�, where l is the orbital
angular momentum of the photoelectron, and is restricted to
the values jt±1 or jt �15�.

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PARAMETERS

A schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus is
shown in Fig. 1. More detailed descriptions of the operation
of the cesium-sputter-type negative ion source �19,20� and
laser photodetachment electron spectroscopy �LPES� appara-
tus have been given previously �21,22�, so only a synopsis of
these are given here. For all measurements, the Fe− and Cu−

negative ion beams were produced with a sputter target con-
taining a composition by mass of 70% iron, 20% copper, and
10% carbon graphite powders pressed into a solid sputter
pellet. Positively charged cesium ions were accelerated to
kinetic energies ranging from 2–6 keV towards the
negatively-biased, cesium-coated pellet. The sputtering
acceleration-voltage was adjusted until optimal negative ion
beam currents were extracted from the source. As the nega-
tive ions exited the extraction region, they were accelerated
to a kinetic energy of 10 keV. The typical operational pres-
sure in the ion source region was 2.7�10−5 Pa.

Following extraction from the ion source, the negative ion
beam was focused and momentum analyzed using a postac-
celeration, 90° bending magnet with a mass resolution of
200. This arrangement permitted the selection of isotopically
pure negative ion beams for photodetachment studies. Two-
dimensional, adjustable beam slits were used at the entrance
and exit foci of the magnet to spatially confine the transverse
extent of the ion beam. The mass-selected ion beam was
focused with a second pair of Einzel lenses, and collimated
with apertures before entering the experimental chamber.
The post magnet section of beam line was differentially
pumped to a pressure of 4�10−7 Pa. These vacuum levels
were maintained in order to minimize degradation of the ion
beam through collisional detachment processes. After enter-
ing the chamber, the ion beam was crossed by a laser-
produced, linearly polarized photon beam at an intersection
angle of 90°. Upon reaching the interaction region, the ions
had traveled a total distance of 6.4 m. Typical pressures in
the interaction region were maintained near 1�10−6 Pa to
reduce background electron counts.

The photon beams �457.9, 476.5, 488.0, and 514.5 nm�
were produced by either a 25 W Coherent® Model Sabre R
or a 5 W Spectra Physics® Model 2045 argon-ion laser op-
erating in single line mode. Red light �647.1 nm� was gen-
erated with a 1 W Spectra Physics® Model 2030 krypton-ion
laser operating in multiline mode. An external prism was
used for wavelength selection for the krypton-ion laser. Ro-
tation of the linear polarization vector about the photon beam
axis was accomplished through the use of a �/2-phase re-
tarder �double-Fresnel rhomb or half-wave plate� mounted in
a micrometer-driven rotational stage. The output power level
of the laser was monitored with a power meter, and the ion
beam current was collected in a shielded Faraday cup. Both
signals were continuously monitored and recorded for nor-
malization of the photoelectron data.

Electrons photodetached in the interaction region were
energy analyzed using a spherical-sector, 160° electrostatic
kinetic energy analyzer operated in a fixed pass-energy
mode. The analyzer was operated with a pass energy of
20 eV for the measurements presented here. The symmetry
axis of the electron spectrometer is bisected by the plane
which contains the velocity vector of the ion beam and is
orthogonal to the photon beam propagation vector. The spec-
trometer is mounted in a goniometric cradle, and can be ro-
tated from a 45° –90° declination angle with respect to the
ion beam axis in order to facilitate systematic studies of ki-
nematic effects. For all the measurements presented in this

FIG. 1. Laser photodetachment electron spec-
troscopy �LPES� experimental apparatus.
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paper, the spectrometer was located at a 45° declination
angle.

In this experiment, the orientation of the electron spec-
trometer requires kinematic adjustments to be made to the
measured photoelectron energies. These adjustments correct
for energy differences between the center of mass �ion� and
the laboratory �rest� frames of reference. In the ion frame, the
energy balance equation can be used to determine the center-
of-mass electron kinetic energy Ec=h�−EEA, where EEA is
the electron affinity of the atom. A transformation equation
relating Ec with its corresponding energy in the laboratory
frame El is given by �23�

Ec = El +  − 2�El cos �l, �7�

where = 1
2mevi

2 is the kinetic energy of an electron moving
with the same velocity vi as an ion in the beam, and �l is the
angle subtended between the electron’s laboratory velocity
vector and the velocity vector of an ion in the beam. Solving
Eq. �7� for the laboratory energy yields two physical solu-
tions corresponding to photoelectrons ejected in the forward
�spectrometer� and backward directions. Only photoelectrons
ejected with momentum vectors in the forward direction
were detected in the �l=45° declination angle geometry.

A velocity vector diagram illustrating these kinematic
transformations is shown in Fig. 2. As an example calcula-
tion of kinematic transformations, consider the photodetach-
ment of a 10.0 keV Cu− beam �vi=1.86�107 cm/s� with 
=0.087. For Cu, EEA	1.23 eV �24�, so photodetachment
with 2.41 eV �514.5 nm� photons gives Ec
1.17 eV �vc

=6.43�107 cm/s�, and the lab frame energy is El=1.62 eV
�vl=7.54�107 cm/s�.

Also shown in Fig. 2 is the angular difference, �=�c−�l
between center of mass and laboratory angles for a given
fast-moving ion. These angles are related by the following
expression �23�:

� = sin−1� vi

vc
sin �l� . �8�

In certain measurements, such as relative photodetachment
cross sections, kinematic effects must also be included for
the frame-transformed solid angle ratio, 
, which is given by
�23�,


 =�Ec

El
�1 −� 

El
cos �l� . �9�

The relatively low laboratory frame electron energies
��3 eV� required that care be taken to reduce the effects of
stray electric and magnetic fields in the experimental cham-
ber. Electrons with the correct energy for transmission
through the spherical-sector analyzer were detected with a
channel electron multiplier �CEM� operated in the particle-
counting mode with a typical gain of 108. Detected electron
pulses were amplified in succession by a preamplifier and
amplifier. Following amplification, electron pulses entered a
constant fraction discriminator �CFD� set to a discrimination
level of 0.38 V to discriminate against electronic noise not
associated with the photodetachment process. Signal pulses
passing through the CFD were converted to +5 V transistor-
transistor logic �TTL� pulses, and counted and logged by a
PC based data acquisition and control system. The ion beam
current and laser power were recorded for normalization of
the electron counts.

Before each photoelectron kinetic energy spectrum was
measured, the ion beam was focused and positioned for
maximum beam transmission. A set of apertures placed
30 cm apart was used to collimate the ion beam to a diameter
of 4 mm, and the laser was focused to a diameter of 1 mm in
the interaction region with a lens. Thereafter, the overlap
between the photon and ion beams was optimized through
the following procedure: �i� signal maximization at the peak
of the photoelectron spectrum was obtained by rastering the
photon beam through the ion beam, �ii� once maximum sig-
nal yield was obtained, the photon polarization vector was
rotated through 180° �at which point the signal yield should
reproduce what was obtained in the previous step�, and the
same procedure was carried out again. Through iteration, the
maximum signal yield was obtained at both ends of the scan
spectrum while monitoring the laser power through the inter-
action to ensure that the laser was normally incident to the
surfaces of the � /2-phase retarder. A starting position was
established by determining the polarizer angle for maximum
photoelectron yield. Thereafter, measurements were made
every 10° over a total range of 240°. The photoelectron and
normalization signals were carefully monitored to avoid
saturating the photodetachment process or charged particle
detection electronics during the experiments. The saturation
levels were determined with diagnostic measurements of
photoelectron signal as a function of laser power.

FIG. 2. Kinematic transformation diagram for ion �vi
� �, center-

of-mass photoelectron �vc
� �, and laboratory-frame photoelectron

�vl
� �, velocity vectors.
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III. MEASUREMENTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Data acquisition and analysis techniques

The specific experimental techniques used to measure
photodetachment cross sections and photoelectron angular
distributions for transition metal negative ions are described
in this section. Ion and laser beam stabilities during these
measurements were better than 98%. Signal-to-noise ratios
were typically 100:1 near the peaks of the angular distribu-
tion scans. The electron spectrometer pass energy for these
measurements was 20 eV, and each scan was made over a
1.0 eV lab energy range. This energy range was usually di-
vided into 100 equal steps, each having an integration time
of 2 seconds.

Following collection, each of the photoelectron spectra
were fitted to the superposition of a Gaussian function with a
linear background that used a nonlinear, least-squares fitting
routine that weighted each individual data point by its statis-
tical uncertainty assuming a Poisson distribution. Once the
fitting parameters were obtained, each Gaussian function was
integrated in order to determine the total photoelectron yield
along with its uncertainty at each indicated angle of the
� /2-phase retarder, which corresponds to the angle between
the laser polarization vector and the electron collection di-
rection. After determining the yields and uncertainties of
each of the individual spectra, the asymmetry parameter was
determined by a least-squares fit of photoelectron yield-vs-
linear polarization angle with respect to electron collection
direction data to the general expression: I���=a�1
+�P2(cos��−c�)�, where P2(cos��−c�) is the second order
Legendre polynomial, and a, �, and c are fitting parameters.
The angle, c, was used to establish the absolute angle, �,
given in Eq. �3� for an ion with known asymmetry parameter,
and � is the step angle of these measurements. Details of the
procedure used to determine the absolute angle have been
discussed previously �10�. Experimental uncertainties for all
angular distribution measurements include statistical and es-
timated systematic errors summed in quadrature as discussed
below.

A Poisson distribution was assumed for counting statistics
of each individual data point on each photoelectron spec-
trum. Consequently, the counting statistics of each photo-
electron spectrum were reflected in the uncertainties in the
Gaussian fitting parameters. Uncertainties in the Gaussian
fitting parameters, in turn, provided upper and lower bounds
in the subsequent integrations to determine the photoelectron
yield at each polarization angle. Following integration, un-
certainties in the photoelectron yields were propagated to
uncertainties of the fits for the determination of the asymme-
try parameter, and are included to within one standard devia-
tion. Typically, the weighted mean of all fits at each wave-
length deviated by less than 5%. At each laser wavelength, a
minimum of three and maximum of five individual scans
were needed to realize this convergence. Systematic errors
for all angular distribution measurements are estimated to be
less than 5%. These include contributions from time-
dependent changes in the overlap of the ion and laser beams
during the course of each scan, as well as practically achiev-
able alignment constraints. Uncertainties in both the repro-

ducibility of the laser polarization angle and depolarization
of the laser beam were determined to be negligible in com-
parison to the previously mentioned alignment errors.

B. Angular distributions of Cu−

The spectral dependence of the asymmetry parameter of
Cu− was determined by measuring photoelectron angular dis-
tributions at four discrete visible photon wavelengths �647.1,
514.5, 488.0, and 457.9 nm�. The relative 63Cu and 65Cu
negative ion beam intensities were 69.0±0.2:31.0±0.2.
These intensities were in good agreement with the accepted
relative abundances of 69.17�2�:30.83�2� tabulated for stable
copper isotopes �25�. Typical Cu− ion beam currents ranged
from 48–52 nA during all data scans, and laser power levels
ranged from 0.35 W for the 647.1 nm to 8.25 W for the
514.5 nm wavelengths, respectively. A photoelectron kinetic
energy spectrum following the photodetachment of Cu− is
shown in Fig. 3, along with a schematic energy level diagram
for the photodetachment process. This spectrum can be de-
scribed by the following single-photon, single-electron pro-
cess: h�+Cu−��Ar�3d104s21S�→Cu��Ar�3d104s2S�+e−�kp�,
where kp identifies a continuum p-state electron. The elec-
tron affinity of Cu is defined as the difference in total elec-
tronic binding energies between the 2S1/2 neutral atom and
1S0 negative ion ground states, and has been previously de-
termined to have a value of 1.23581�4� eV �24�. Hence, the
center-of-mass photoelectron energies for the photodetach-
ment of Cu− ranged from 0.68 to 1.48 eV for these measure-
ments.

A plot of a typical photoelectron yields �solid circles� as a
function of polarization angle is given in Fig. 4 for Cu− at a
photon wavelength of 514.5 nm. Also shown in Fig. 4 is a
nonlinear least-squares Gaussian fit of these data �solid
curve�. The experimentally determined values of the asym-

FIG. 3. �Color online� Typical center-of-mass photoelectron ki-
netic energy spectrum of 63Cu− measured at a polarization angle of
0° and a photon wavelength of 514.5 nm. The inset is a schematic
energy level diagram for the photodetachment of Cu−.
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metry parameter for the single-photon detachment of Cu− at
all measured wavelengths �or photoelectron energies above
threshold� are given in Table I, along with respective experi-
mental uncertainties. Also shown in Table I is the experimen-
tally determined value of the asymmetry parameter measured
by Hotop et al. �26�. In this photoelectron energy regime, the
energy independence �lack of spectral variation� of the asym-
metry parameter for the photodetachment of Cu− is demon-
strated by the relatively constant � values in Table I.

The lack of spectral variation of the asymmetry parameter
for Cu− photodetachment is well described by the theory of
Cooper and Zare �14�. This theory is valid so long as con-
figuration interaction can be ignored in both the initial state
anion and residual neutral core. For s-electron detachment at
energies far from the photodetachment threshold, the value
of the asymmetry parameter approaches �=2. This value is
readily apparent if lo=0 is substituted for the initial state

angular momentum in Eq. �4� above. In general, the photo-
detachment of electrons from a subshell with initial orbital
angular momentum lo produces continuum electrons with or-
bital angular momenta lo±1. However, within the framework
of the independent electron approximation, the bound va-
lence electron of Cu− occupies an s subshell, which limits the
final state description to a 2S neutral atomic core and a
p-wave continuum electron. In terms of angular momentum
transfer theory �15�, this limitation comes about when recog-
nizing that the initial ionic parity �o, and the final neutral
parity �c must be equivalent. Hence, parity favored values of
the angular momentum transfer for the photodetachment of
Cu− limit the product of initial and final state parities such
that �o�c= �−1�l+1= +1, which implies that only odd values
of l are allowed. Therefore, a single-photon detachment pro-
cess results in a continuum electron with a single orbital
angular momentum, l=1 �p wave�. The experimental mea-
surements confirm that the asymmetry parameter reduces to
an energy independent value of �=2. Moreover, the photo-
electron asymmetry parameters measured following the pho-
todetachment of Cu− are in excellent agreement with the pre-
dictions of both Cooper and Zare’s model and the angular
momentum transfer theory.

C. Angular distributions of Fe−

The spectral dependencies of the asymmetry parameters
for the single-photon detachment of Fe− were also investi-
gated at four discrete visible photon wavelengths �647.1,
514.5, 488.0, and 457.9 nm�. Laser power levels for mea-
surements ranged from a minimum of 0.35 W for the
647.1 nm line to a maximum of 8.5 W for the 514.5 nm line.
The signal-to-noise ratios approached 500:1 near the maxi-
mum of the angular distribution of the largest of the photo-
peaks because of the magnitudes of the ion beam current,
laser power levels, and photodetachment cross section val-
ues.

The photodetachment of Fe− to the neutral ground state
of Fe can be described by the following single-pho-
ton, single-electron process: h�+Fe−��Ar�3d74s2 4F�
→Fe��Ar�3d64s2 5D�+e−�kp ,kf� and is illustrated in Fig. 5.
The electron affinity of Fe is defined as the difference in total
electronic binding energies between the 5D4 neutral atom
ground state and 4F9/2 negative ion ground state, and has
been previously measured to a value of 0.151�3� eV �27�. In
addition, three alternative photodetachment channels are ac-
cessible for photon energies in excess of 1.92 eV from the 4F
negative ion state to excited states of the neutral Fe
core. These include: s electron, h�+Fe−��Ar�3d74s2 4F�
→Fe��Ar�3d74s 5F , 3F�+e−�kp�, and d electron, h�
+Fe−��Ar�3d74s2 4F�→Fe��Ar�3d64s2 5D�+e−�kp ,kf�, pho-
todetachment channels. It should be noted that although the
4F→ 5P transition is energetically accessible, it is not al-
lowed under conservation of orbital angular momentum se-
lection rules for photodetachment. Shown in Fig. 6 are typi-
cal photoelectron kinetic energy spectra for the
photodetachment of Fe− at �=457.9 nm and at polarization
angles of �=0° and 100°, respectively. In Fig. 7, the spectral
dependence of photoelectron angular distributions are plotted

FIG. 4. �Color online� A plot of photoelectron yields as a func-
tion of polarization angle for 63Cu−. These data were measured at a
wavelength of 514.5 nm.

TABLE I. Asymmetry parameters for the single-photon detach-
ment of Cu− at visible photon wavelengths. Measured values of the
asymmetry parameter are tabulated along with experimental error
bars representing one standard deviation of the mean. The error
bars represent contributions from fitting uncertainties summed in
quadrature with estimated systematic errors. Within the experimen-
tal error, �=2 for each measurement as is expected for s-electron
photodetachment. The asymmetry parameter �prev was measured by
Hotop et al. �26�.

Asymmetry parameter

Photon
wavelength

� �nm�

Photoelectron
energy
�eV� �prev �exp

647.1 0.682 1.98−0.03
+0.02

514.5 1.182 1.97±0.03

488.0 1.312 2.00±0.03 1.96±0.03

457.9 1.480 1.97−0.04
+0.03
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for the 4F→ 5D, 4F→ 5F, and 4F→ 3F transitions at all mea-
sured photoelectron kinetic energies. Here, the plotted values
of the asymmetry parameter correspond to the weighted av-
erage of � between fine-structure states �see Eq. �6��, and the
photoelectron kinetic energies were determined from the dif-
ference between incident photon energy and the peak cen-
troid positions. The experimentally determined values of the
asymmetry parameter for the single-photon detachment of

Fe− for all observed photodetachment channels and at all
measured wavelengths are given in Table II, along with their
respective experimental uncertainties. The asymmetry pa-
rameters for photodetachment into F states shown in Table II
are in excellent agreement with the values of ��1.9±0.1
reported by Engelking and Lineberger �28� at a photon wave-
length of 488.0 nm.

The description of the photodetachment of Fe− must ac-
count not only for the relatively large numbers of different
photodetachment channels that are energetically accessible,
but also for the somewhat narrow photodetachment peaks,
which show little or no spin-orbit structure at the experimen-

FIG. 5. A schematic energy level diagram for the photodetach-
ment of Fe− at visible photon energies.

FIG. 6. Photoelectron kinetic energy spectra for the photode-
tachment of Fe− at �=457.9 nm and at polarization angles of �
=0° and 100°.

FIG. 7. A plot of asymmetry parameters versus center-of-mass
photoelectron kinetic energies for all measured photon wavelengths
for the 4F→ 5D ���, 4F→ 5F ���, and 4F→ 3F ��� Fe− photode-
tachment channels. It is interesting to note that the asymmetry pa-
rameter value for the parity “unfavored” 4F→ 5D transition near
1.8 eV is not �=−1, as would be expected from angular momentum
transfer theory. Moreover, within experimental error bars shown to
one standard deviation of the mean, the asymmetry parameters for
s-electron detachment are not identically �=2, as would be
expected.

TABLE II. Asymmetry parameters for the photodetachment
of Fe− at visible photon wavelengths. The measured values
of the asymmetry parameter are given for the single-photon detach-
ment processes: h�+Fe−��Ar�3d74s2 4F�→Fe��Ar�3d74s 3F�+e−;
h�+Fe−��Ar�3d74s2 4F�→Fe��Ar�3d74s5F�+e−; and h�
+Fe−��Ar�3d74s2 4F�→Fe��Ar�3d64s25D�+e−.

Asymmetry parameter �exp

Photon
wavelength

� �nm� 4F→ 3F 4F→ 5F 4F→ 5D

647.1 1.88±0.08 −0.65±0.09

514.5 1.92±0.05 1.93±0.05 −0.97±0.03

488.0 1.94±0.05 1.94±0.05 −0.99−0.01
+0.03

457.9 1.91±0.05 1.91±0.05 −0.99−0.01
+0.04
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tal energy resolution achieved in these measurements. The
source of these narrow peaks has been described as coming
about due to a “nonstatistical” weighting of the J-component
lines which comes about due to the triangle rule for total
angular momentum coupling �28�. The source of these line-
shapes is discussed in more detail in Sec. III E 2 below.

In Table II and Fig. 7, asymmetry parameter values for the
h�+Fe−�4F�→Fe�3F , 5F�+e− photodetachment channels
were shown to be significantly less than two within the ex-
perimental error. These results were unexpected since closed
s-subshell photodetachment should lead to �=2. One can
speculate that configuration interactions may play a rela-
tively larger role in determining � values for s-subshell pho-
todetachment for Fe− than they do for Cu− �15�. The energy
dependence of the asymmetry parameter for the Fe−�4F�
→Fe�5D� photodetachment channel was shown to be domi-
nated by parity “unfavored” values of the angular momen-
tum transfer for photon energies h��2.41 eV. This result is
in excellent agreement with the predicted values from angu-
lar momentum transfer theory �18�. However, at a photon
energy of 1.92 eV, �=−0.65±0.09 for the 4F→ 5D transi-
tion, which may also indicate that configuration interactions
may be playing a larger role at photon energies closer to the
photodetachment threshold.

D. Relative cross section measurements

Using dimensional analysis, the signal rate, S�x�, for the
photodetachment into a channel x can be expressed as

S�x� =
Y�x�

T
=

��x�
4�

��1 + ��x�P2�cos ���
�k�����V� ,

�10�

where Y�x� is the photoelectron yield; T is the integration
time; ��x� is the angular integral photodetachment cross sec-
tion into channel x; ��x� is the corresponding asymmetry
parameter; P2�cos �� is the second-order Legendre polyno-
mial where � is the angle between the linear polarization
vector of photon beam and the momentum vector of the col-
lected photoelectrons; �= �W / �AL ·h��� is the photon flux,
where W is the laser power, AL is the area of the laser beam,
and h� is the photon energy; k represents both the collection
and detection efficiencies; �= �I / �Ai ·vi�� is the ion beam den-
sity where I is the ion beam current, Ai is the area of the ion
beam, and vi is the ion speed; ��is the solid angle defined
by the collection geometry; V is the effective interaction vol-
ume between the beams; and 
 is the frame-transformed
solid angle ratio given in Eq. �9�.

It is possible to obtain a relative measurement of an un-
known photodetachment cross section ��x� by comparing the
photoelectron yield of an unknown ion �Yx� with the photo-
electron yield �Yr� of a reference ion for which the absolute
cross section is known. With the highly stable, aperture lim-
ited, ion beams used in these measurements, the interaction
volume between the ion and photon beams can be assumed
to be constant �Vx=Vr� since variations in the ion-photon
beam overlap are negligible. Moreover, other parameters can
be assumed to be constant as long as measurements are car-
ried out using identical tuning conditions at the same photon
energy. Included in these are the cross-sectional areas of the
ion and laser beams and the detection efficiency. Using these
assumptions and the expressions for the photon flux and ion
beam density, the ratio of photodetachment cross sections is
given by

��x�
��r�

=
Yx

Yr

�1 + ��r�P2�cos �r��
�1 + ��x�P2�cos �x��


rWrIrvx


xWxIxvr
, �11�

where �x and �r are polarization angles for the unknown and
reference ions, respectively.

The results of photodetachment cross section measure-
ments for Fe−, C−, and Cu− at visible photon wavelengths are
shown in Table III. The sources of experimental error for
photodetachment cross section measurements are listed in
Table IV using the Fe− �4F→ 5F� transition as an example.
The errors include contributions from measured parameters
added in quadrature as well as the uncertainties in previously
measured absolute photodetachment cross sections �5,6�,
which were added directly to determine the total uncertainty
in the measured cross sections. At each discrete photon en-
ergy, 50 separate Fe electron energy spectra were collected
and analyzed. Similar measurements were made on C− and
Cu− before and after each Fe− photoelectron energy spectrum
was collected. Therefore, the ratio of photoelectron yields for
two species for which absolute cross section measurements
are known, i.e., C− �5,29� and Cu− �6�, could be carried out
under similar experimental conditions, providing a bench-
mark for the Fe− measurements. A comparison of Cu− pho-
todetachment cross sections with previously measured and
calculated cross sections is shown in Fig. 8. As is evident
from Fig. 8, the present measurements are in very good
agreement with the previous experimental results �6� and are
consistent with the ab initio R-matrix values calculated by
Scheibner and Hazi �2�.

TABLE III. Cross sections for the photodetachment of C− from Ref. �5� and present results for Cu− and
Fe− at discrete photon energies.

Photon
wavelength

� �nm�

��C−�
1S→ 2S

�10−18 cm2�

��Cu−�
1S→ 2S

�10−18 cm2�

��Fe−�
4F→ 3F

�10−18 cm2�

��Fe−�
4F→ 5F

�10−18 cm2�

��Fe−�
4F→ 5D

�10−18 cm2�

514.5 13.2±1.9 75±15 50±10 35±7 3.0±0.6

488.0 13.4±2.0 56±11 34±7 22±5 2.4±0.5
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E. Derived radiative electron attachment cross sections

The principle of detailed balance is based on the concept
of microscopic reversibility for a two-body collision �30�.
Using this principle, the equation for the radiative attachment
cross section, �ra, can be derived from the experimentally
measured cross section for photodetachment, �pd, using the
following expression:

�ra = �gA−

gA0
�� h

�
�2� 1

2Ecme
��pd. �12�

In Eq. �12�, � is the wavelength of the incident photon, Ec is
the center-of-mass kinetic energy of the liberated photoelec-
tron, and gA− and gA0 are the statistical weights of the atomic
anion and resulting atomic neutral, respectively. For LS cou-
pling, we can assume that g= �2L+1��2S+1� for the term
2S+1L. The above equation can be recast in the following
useful form:

�ra = �gA−

gA0
��6.626 � 10−25

�
�2�3.42 � 1048

Ec
��pd, �13�

where � is in nm and Ec is in eV. One only need now enter �,
Ec, and �pd, all of which are known from the experiment,
along with the statistical weights of the species in question
into the above formula to calculate the radiative attachment
cross section.

1. RA cross sections for Cu

For Cu, the center-of-mass photoelectron kinetic energies
can be determined from Einstein’s energy balance equation
at a given photon wavelength �see Table I�. Using these en-
ergies and the corresponding photodetachment cross sections
and experimental uncertainties listed in Table III, the radia-
tive attachment cross sections for Cu can be calculated via a
substitution into Eq. �13�. The calculated radiative attach-
ment cross section values are listed in Table V.

2. RA cross sections for Fe

The determination of the radiative attachment cross sec-
tions for Fe are more complicated than those of Cu, since the
Fe− photoelectron kinetic energy spectra are not fine-
structure resolved. Despite this, center-of-mass photoelectron
kinetic energies can be determined from known energy levels
for the energetically accessible 5D, 5F, and 3F states of Fe I
�31� and the tabulated fine structure levels of Fe− �7�. Using
this information, along with the wavelengths of the laser
photons and the EEA for Fe, one can calculate an estimated
“weighted average” for the center-of-mass photoelectron ki-
netic energies for the states 2S+1LJ, assuming a statistical
weighting of �2J+1� for each 2S+1LJ state. These estimated
center-of-mass photoelectron kinetic energies can then be
used, along with the other relevant experimental information
listed in Table III, to calculate the radiative attachment cross
section for Fe after substitution into Eq.�13�. The calculated

TABLE IV. Sources of experimental error in relative photode-
tachment cross section ��x� measurements for the Fe− �4F→ 5F�
photodetachment channel estimated at 90% confidence level. The
errors on the reference cross sections were added directly to the
quadrature sum of relative and absolute errors.

Uncertainties

Source of error
relative

�%�
absolute

�%�
total
�%�

Electron counting statistics 4 4

Electron yield Y 2 2

Asymmetry parameter ��x� 2 2 3

Asymmetry parameter ��r� 2 2 3

Polarization angle � 2 1 2

Solid angle ratio 
 3 3

Laser power W 3 2 4

Ion beam current I 2 2 3

Ion speed vi 1 2 2

Quadrature sum 7 5 9

Reference cross section ��r� 11

Total uncertainty in relative
cross section ��x�

20

FIG. 8. A comparison of Cu− photodetachment cross sections:
The present experimental cross sections ��� are compared with the
previous experimental values ��� of Balling et al. �6� and calcula-
tions of Scheibner and Hazi �2�. The curves represent two different
ab initio R-matrix models in velocity and length form model B1:
length form �−·−·− ·−� and velocity form �· · · · · �, and model B2:
length form �- - - - -� and velocity form �—–�.

TABLE V. Radiative attachment cross sections for Cu and
Fe.

Photon
wavelength

� �nm�

�ra�Cu�
2S→ 1S

�10−24 cm2�

3F→ 4F
�10−24 cm2�

�ra�Fe�
5F→ 4F

�10−24 cm2�

5D→ 4F
�10−24 cm2�

514.5 180±36 525±132 119±34 8.63±2.16

488.0 135±36 336±101 76±20 7.25±1.70
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radiative attachment cross sections for Fe are listed in Table
V.

The relative intensities of the individual fine-structure
photodetachment cross sectional line strengths for a single-
photon, one-electron detachment from a negative ion can be
calculated using the expression �28�

I�Jc,Jo� 	 �2Jc + 1��2Jo + 1� �
j=l−1/2

j=l+1/2

�2j + 1�So Lo Jo
1
2 l j

Sc Lc Jc
�

2

.

�14�

In Eq. �14�, the line strengths are calculated for Jo→Jc tran-
sitions between LS-coupled states, and the spin, orbital, and
total angular momentum quantum numbers of the initial Fe−

and neutral Fe core states, and photoelectron follow the con-
vention described by the general PD process shown in Eq.
�5�. This expression is valid so long as the energy equivalent
of the ion source temperature greatly exceeds the fine-
structure splitting in Fe−. This expression shows that the
various fine-structure-resolved transitions do not occur with
the �2Jc+1��2Jo+1� statistical weighting one might expect in
a transition between two LS-coupled states. Instead, the in-
tensity must take into account geometrical factors inherent in
angular momentum coupling of the PD or RA processes.
These geometrical factors are made manifest in Eq. �14� by
the 9-j symbol, which imposes a triangular rule on the total
angular momentum and tends to narrow the observed line-
widths in the photoelectron kinetic energy spectra �28�. An
example of calculated intensities for the 4F→ 3F , 5F , 5D
transitions is compared to experimental spectra in Fig. 9. In
the figure, the experimental data �circles� were collected at
the “magic” angle with a photon energy of 2.54 eV. The
solid line in the figure represents a sum of Gaussian curves
normalized to the experimental data. The fine-structure
Gaussian line intensities �vertical lines� were calculated us-
ing Eq. �14� and the centroid locations were fixed to transi-
tion energies and the peak widths were fixed to those of Cu−

�see Fig. 3 above�. There is good agreement between the
measured and calculated Fe− lineshapes for the 4F→ 3,5F
transitions, which display the “nonstatistical” narrowing of
the overall linewidths reported by Engelking and Lineberger
�28�. This result is expected since the J selection rules forced
upon the 4F→ 3,5F transitions, ��J � �

1
2 , prohibit certain en-

ergetically allowed transitions. In contrast, the lineshape for
the 4F→ 5D transition �see inset Fig. 9� is narrower than
expected. This is somewhat surprising since the selection
rule imposed on this transition, ��J � �

5
2 , indicates the peak

should have been wider than what was actually measured in
the experiment. Although the exact source of the narrowing
of this transition is unknown, one can speculate that the con-
figuration interaction may be limiting the validity of the
LS-coupling approximation. This is consistent with the
asymmetry parameter values for the 4F→ 5D transition
asymmetry parameters, which deviated considerably from
the expected parity unfavored values of �=−1 �see Table II
above�.

IV. CONCLUSION

Photodetachment cross sections for Cu− and Fe− have
been measured at discrete visible photon wavelengths using
the LPES technique. Photon-ion collision cross sections were
determined by comparing the photoelectron yields from the
photodetachment of Fe− to anions with known absolute pho-
todetachment cross sections. Using the measured photode-
tachment cross sections, radiative electron attachment cross
sections for Cu and Fe were calculated using the principle of
detailed balance.

Photoelectron angular distributions were mapped from
laboratory frame, angle-, and energy-resolved measurements
following the photodetachment of Cu− and Fe−, and values of
the asymmetry parameters were obtained at several photon
energies. The energy independence of the asymmetry pa-
rameter for the photodetachment process h�
+Cu−��Ar�3d104s21S�→Cu��Ar�3d104s2S�+e−�kp� is clearly
demonstrated in the experimental data, and is shown to be
in excellent agreement with the predictions of models for
closed s-subshell photodetachment �14,15�. In con-
trast, � values for the h�+Fe−��Ar�3d74s2 4F�
→Fe��Ar�3d74s3F and5F�+e− photodetachment channels
were shown to be significantly less than two within the ex-
perimental error, leading to speculation that the configuration
interaction plays a larger role in the s-electron photodetach-
ment from a partially filled s subshell �15�. For photon ener-
gies h��2.41 eV, the spectral variation of the asymmetry
parameter for the Fe−��Ar�3d74s2 4F�→Fe��Ar�3d64s2 5D�
photodetachment channel was shown to be dominated by
parity “unfavored” values of the angular momentum transfer,

FIG. 9. Transitions for the photodetachment process h�+Fe−

→Fe+e−, taken at the “magic” angle ��=54.74° � with a photon
wavelength of �=488.0 nm. The hollow circles ��� are experimental
data points, and the line through the circles is a superposition of
Gaussian functions weighted according to the line strengths �verti-
cal lines� determined via Eq. �14� for each fine structure allowed
transition. The inset figure shows the 4FJo

→ 5DJc
transitions on an

expanded scale where the narrowing of the overall lineshape can be
seen more clearly.
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in agreement with the predicted values using the angular
momentum transfer formalism of Fano and Dill �18�. How-
ever, at a photon energy of 1.92 eV, �=−0.65±0.09 for the
4F→ 5D ground-state to ground-state channel, indicating that
the configuration interaction may play a larger role at photon
energies closer to the photodetachment threshold. Hopefully,
these measurements will prove germane and stimulate fur-
ther studies of these transition metal anions in basic atomic
collision physics and low-temperature plasma environments.
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